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What is a ‘scholarly identity’?
“Put simply, your scholarly identity is the product of your training, areas of
expertise, methodological inclination, interests, publications, research agenda,
reputation and anything else that may be important in your field. Thus, your
scholarly identity is multifaceted and (ideally) signals to anyone who
researches your work (googles you), what you have done, what you are doing
and what you can potentially do in the future.”
Stephen J Aguilar (2018)
https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2018/07/26/shaping-scholarly-identity-helps-you-do-what-you-want-academe-opinion

Photo by Thomas Kelley on Unsplash
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Why bolster your ‘scholarly identity’?
Stephen J Aguilar (2018):
1.

Opportunities! You want to be known
(you want others to think of you as
perfect for opportunities)

2.

You want to develop your growing
‘upward’ trajectory as an E(M)CR

3.

You want to distinguish yourself – carve
out your space

https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2018/07/26/shaping-scholarlyidentity-helps-you-do-what-you-want-academe-opinion

Photo by José Alejandro Cuffia on Unsplash
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How do you develop your ‘scholarly
identity’?
Stephen J Aguilar (2018):
1.

Ask yourself, what are you about?


2.

Make a list

Determine where your identity lives.


In person



On paper



Online

https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2018/07/26/shaping-scholarlyidentity-helps-you-do-what-you-want-academe-opinion

Photo by Sergey Zolkin on Unsplash
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What’s google
say about you?
Check – what comes up
when you google yourself +
your affiliation?
Is what comes up first
what you want to come
up?

Cultivate your online
scholarly identity.
Image sources: Google
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Online essentials
Minimum investment =
Uni requirement
(Bonus: minimal upkeep):
1.

https://orcid.org

In addition to populating
employment & pubs…
“Also known as” =
Add all versions of your publishing
name
Keywords =
Add HEAPS (individual entries)

Photo, A. Krause: https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3049-9220

Why? You’ll associate your ORCID to all journal
manuscript submission accounts, grants, etc. etc.
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Online essentials
Minimum investment
(Bonus: minimal upkeep):
1.

https://orcid.org

2.

https://scholar.google.com.au


Set up with your institutional
affiliation



Once set up, google automatically
updates it
(+ can set up alerts)



Bonus: publication metrics
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Online suggestions


Your own website


Can be simple  complex



Can use a free tool
(or see next point on social network platforms)
 Bonus:

independent from a uni affiliation (= flexible)

Photo by Patrick Fore on Unsplash
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Suggested: Personal website


What would you put on your website?


Bio, contact details (+CV)



Participation opportunities



Publications



Accessible output
 Public-facing
 Conference
 Media
 Blog

reports/summaries

presentations/posters

clips

posts

 Etc.

Photo by Will H McMahan on Unsplash
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Suggested: Personal website


TIP! Check out examples of music researchers’ websites


David Baker (blog): https://davidjohnbaker.rbind.io/



Amy Belfi (media): http://www.amybelfi.com/



Finn Upham (podcast): https://sostrangely.com/



Victoria Williamson (resources): https://musicpsychology.co.uk/

Photo by Patrick Fore on Unsplash
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Optional, but suggested




Academic social networking platforms*


https://www.academia.edu



https://www.researchgate.net



Publons, Mendeley, SSRN… Research Professional …



LinkedIn ?
(https://davidjohnbaker.rbind.io/post/life-after-a-phd-insystematic-musicology-how-you-might-prepare-for-industry/)

Twitter
Know your community – e.g., #MusicSience





@RebeccaGelding’s list of music researchers:
https://twitter.com/i/lists/753854526226964480

*Consider your stance on academic social media (e.g., Ethics of platforms like ResearchGate)
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Twitter
@drmikeographer’s Top 10 tips for ‘Science Twitter’
1.

Self promotion

2.

Engagement

3.

Share and promote the work of others

4.

Support

5.

You’ll never miss out

6.

Friends

7.

Creativity

8.

Learning

9.

Problem-solving

10.

Fun

https://twitter.com/drmikeographer/status/1059407927096864768?s=11
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Twitter
TIPS! Plenty of suggestions online, but


Actively participate
(Though, tweets can be scheduled; e.g., https://hootsuite.com/)



Be a good online citizen & engage in dialogue
(don’t just self-promote, but share and re-tweet)



Mix in some personal to the professional
(tweeters love animal photos, gifs)

Impact/Engagement BONUS: Twitter provides you with metrics!
Google sourced image of twitter logo
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Tangible twitter outcomes
Klar, et al. (2020), https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0229446:
“Push” and “pull” research  positive correlation between tweets & citations

As a result of being active on Twitter (@StudyListening), I have gained:
1.

Networking & community
1.

Mentoring opportunities
(e.g., WiMIR - https://wimir.wordpress.com/mentoring-program/)

2.

Research collaborations

3.

Media interviews/coverage

4.

Conference/speaking opportunities
Photo by Miguel Bruna on Unsplash
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Digital participation & visibility
(that we won’t have time to cover today)






Open-access publishing and data-sharing


https://osf.io/



https://arxiv.org/

Publons


https://publons.com/about/home/



Tracking publications AND reviewing/editing history

Media clips & Presentations


E.g., Video abstracts
 Kudos:

https://info.growkudos.com/

 ImpactStory:

https://profiles.impactstory.org/
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Visible and Searchable
Consistent and Professional
TIPS!
 Use the same language across all sites (+
same, recent headshot photo)
 Write your bio in the 3rd person so
someone can use it “as is”
 Use targeted keywords
 Considerations
 Be true to self -- Personal versus
professional information (e.g.,
Facebook)
 Accessibility
(hashtags, image descriptions…)
 Plan – how & why (& when) you will
use it before you jump into it

https://twitter.com/tseenster/status/1042965109570646016?s=11
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Additional (Branding) considerations
Your publishing name


Do you also have a practitioner/ performer/
teacher/ etc. identity to showcase?
[How do these identities interact?]

Jargon
Registering for platforms with precarious
affiliations/emails


What happens if you change affiliation?


TIP! Use a secondary, permanent email address
alongside your institutional email address

Photo by Carson Arias on Unsplash
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Science Communication
“Scientists spend most of their time trying to improve the world through their
discoveries. … However, making these exciting discoveries without the ability to
communicate their importance to a variety of audiences will severely diminish the
potential of this work to positively affect society.”
[Adriana Bankston, https://thefemalescientist.com/article/adriana‐
bankston/2645/why‐scientists‐need‐to‐be‐trained‐in‐science‐communication/]

Science communication skills are critical!
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#SciComm (online/in person)
Join #SciComm initiatives


#SkypeAScientist



Letters to a pre-scientist



Pint of Science



STEM professionals in schools



Put your name on media expert lists
(yes, you are qualified)


E.g., ABC; AusSMC, MediaDiversity



#WomenAlsoKnow

Photo by Wendy Scofield on Unsplash
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#SciComm
Assists with


Public speaking



Interpreting your findings and
cultivating research ideas/questions



Your narrative
(and versions of your elevator pitch)



Public engagement (Impact?!)
(and deciding what you want to be when
you grow up)



Positive emotions, joy, warm fuzzies, smiles

Yes, you should be
developing
versions – long,
short, for kids, in
lay language, &
future-focused for
job interviews/
grants/ etc…

Photo by Ashfaq KP on Unsplash
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#SciComm – Storytelling
Speak with visuals (imagery, metaphor, analogy)


Consider the ‘news pyramid’



Data Vizualisation

See also:
Franconeri, S. L., Padilla, L. M.,
Shah, P., Zacks, J. M., Hullman, J.
(2021). The science of visual data
communication: What works.
Psychological Science in the Public
Interest, 22(3), 110–161.
10.1177/15291006211051956

(photo from AusSMC workshop, Krause, 2021 May 18)

https://twitter.com/rskudesia/status/1431275057863561223
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#SciComm - Levelling


Interactions, talks, elevator pitches…all need to be at a certain (variable) level



https://www.wired.com/video/series/5-levels


Wired “5 levels” series: “In 5 Levels, an expert scientist
explains a high‐level subject in five different layers of
complexity— first to a child, then a teenager, then an
undergrad majoring in the same subject, a grad student and,
finally, a colleague.”

Photo by Jorik Kleen on Unsplash
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Building impact?
“Impact”


Evans, M.C., & Cvitanovic, C. (2018). An introduction to achieving
policy impact for early career researchers. Palgrave
Communications, 4: 88. https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-018-0144-2



https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/article/how-to-buildyour-online-researcher-identity-and-increase-your-impact/



https://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/ensuring-yourresearch-makes-an-impact/
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Building impact?
Brazzell (2021). 5 Questions to Answer to Help You Communicate Your
Research. Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/rethinking-research/5-questionsanswer-help-you-communicate-your-research


; L] HS]SY[ ERXXSGSQ Q YRMGEXI]SYVVIWIEVGLERHI\TIVXMWIXSE
FVSEHIVEYHMIRGI#



; LS HS]SY[ ERXXSMRJPYIRGI[ MXL]SYVVIWIEVGLERHI\TIVXMWI#



; LIVI GER]SYVIEGL]SYVXEVKIXEYHMIRGIERHEGLMIZIMQ TEGX#



, S[ HSIW]SYVVIWIEVGLERHI\TIVXMWIMRXIVWIGX[ MXL[ LEX]SYVEYHMIRGI
GEVIWEFSYXVMKLXRS[ #



; LEXHSIWEVIWIEVGLGSQ Q YRMGEXMSR[ MRPSSOPMOI#

https://twitter.com/resimpacademy/status/14423
46522385936385?s=11
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Hitting the
mark

Building impact!

Taylor & Francis on “how to promote your research article”
(https://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/research-impact/#promoteyourarticle)


Additional links on these
topics on the webpage

Use social media to promote your article


Announce your published work along with a link to your article



Include hashtags



Consider including a relevant and engaging image, gif, or video



Avoid technical jargon



Join an academic research sharing network



Create a google scholar profile



Write a blog post



Create a video abstract



Share your e-prints



Present at a conference



Speak to your librarian, use your networks



Include your article in your email signature



Update webpages

https://twitter.com/thecrblm/status/1468687475354718213?s=11
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‘Homework’
What are the components of your scholarly identity?


Make a list




Consider what types of information you’d
put on your personal webpage




Who are you, what are your skills & what
is your niche (how are you marketing you)?

Take a look at other researchers’
existing pages
(personal, lab, uni department…)

What are you waiting for?
Ensure your ORCID and Google Scholar
profiles are up-to-date

Photo by Tim Gouw on Unsplash
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‘Homework’
Your digestible bio & elevator pitch


Take on the UpGoer5 challenge:
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guestblog/science-in-ten-hundred-words-the-upgoer-five-challenge/


The ‘UpGoer5’ text editor:
https://splasho.com/upgoer5/



The ‘De-Jargonizer’:
http://scienceandpublic.com/
Photo by Steve Johnson on Unsplash
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‘Homework’
Know your affiliation’s social media
policies
If interested, pursue media
training, etc. opportunities
Check your copyright


Image use



Publications
(pre-prints or otherwise)

Photo by The Climate Reality Project on Unsplash
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Want to have a go,
but not sure where to start?


Try following #SciCommSeptember’s plan on your social
media platform of choice

https://twitter.com/avid_podcast/status/1432127308324872192
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QUESTIONS?

Let’s connect online
1. On Twitter as @StudyListening
(& @Musical_Invest)
2. www.researchaboutlistening.com
3. ResearchGate, Academia.Edu,
LinkedIn, Uni profile pages
Photo by cyrus gomez on Unsplash
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Resources
Scholarly identity & visibility:


https://www.insidehighere
d.com/advice/2018/07/26/
shaping-scholarly-identityhelps-you-do-what-youwant-academe-opinion



https://simplysociology.w
ordpress.com/2019/03/21
/ten-tips-for-increasingyour-academic-visibility/

Photo by Ashfaq KP
on Unsplash
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Resources
Google scholar profiles: *


https://harzing.com/blog/2020/02/social-media-inacademia-google-scholar-profiles

*Google Scholar is universally used for discovering/accessing scholarly information
(Nicholas, et al., 2017 - https://doi.org/10.1002/leap.1087)

https://twitter.com/awharzing/status/1226803320024715264?s=11
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Resources
Personal webpages:


https://twitter.com/Brooke_Criswell/statu
s/1278382925638258690

https://twitter.com/Brooke_Criswell/status/1278382925638258690
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Resources
Twitter:


Bik, H.M., & Goldstein, M.C. (2013). An introduction to
social media for scientists. PLoS Biol 11(4): e1001535.
10.1371/journal.pbio.1001535



Veletsianos, G. (2012). Higher education scholars’
participation and practices on Twitter. Journal of
Computer Assisted Learning, 28, 336-349.
10.1111/j.1365-2729.2011.00449.x



Reed, M. (2018). Why tweet? Inside Higher Ed.
https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/confessionscommunity-college-dean/why-tweet



https://femstem.com/blog/2018/2/25/stemsaturdaysusing-twitter-as-a-resource

https://twitter.com/anneohirsch/status/1040316432393822208?s=11

https://twitter.com/anneohirsch/status/1040677310830006272?s=11
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Resources
SciComm:
https://ecrcommunity.plos.org/2016/08/09/socia
l-media-for-ecrs-serious-scientists-can-and-douse-twitter/


Australian science media centre:
https://sciencemediasavvy.org/



The Female Scientist article with links to
resources:
https://thefemalescientist.com/article/adrian
a-bankston/2645/why-scientists-need-to-betrained-in-science-communication/
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Resources
SciComm continued


Fani Kelesidou and Elodie Chabrol
(Eds.)(2021). A Comprehensive Guide to
Science Communication. Hindawi Limited.
https://www.hindawi.com/resources/

https://twitter.com/EloScicomm/status/1450472919017140225
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